UPCOMING EVENT

Diverse Career Paths After a PhD
Grad Professionalization Series

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19 | 12:00PM - 1:00PM (PT) | RSVP

We had a great presentation and discussion with professors Saori Katada and Ketaki Pant at our first Grad Professionalization Series! Join us for our next event on Diverse Career Paths After a PhD on Tuesday, October 19 at 12:00 noon. This session will be moderated by KSI Director David Kang and will feature the following guest panelists:

Rod Albuyeh, Chief Data Scientist, Albell Cloud Labs and Data Science Faculty at UCSD
Phillip Bloom, Curator of the Chinese Garden and Director of the Center for East Asian Garden Studies, The Huntington Library
Suzie Mulesky, Behavioral Science Researcher, Vanguard

They will explore the diverse career options within and outside academia and help graduate students leverage their PhD training in the wider job market. RSVP with your USC email address if you would like to attend and the Zoom link will be sent to you the day before the event. The Grad Professionalization series is sponsored and organized by the Center for International Studies, East Asian Studies Center, and Korean Studies Institute.
EVENT TOMORROW
Blackness and Interwar Asia: A Mobius Strip of Identity Building
TUES, SEPT 28 | 5:00PM - 6:00PM (PT) | REGISTER

Join Asia Society Southern California in partnership with EASC, Association for Asian Studies, The East Coast Coalition and National Association for Black Engagement with Asia, for a discussion on the interplay between Blackness, Asia, and identity formation in the Interwar period with Rumors from Shanghai author Amy Sommers and historian Keisha A. Brown. Professor Brown will further explore the context for how anti-imperialism and Black internationalism of that period shaped both Black Americans’ sense of identity, as well as emerging ideas of Asian nationalism and identity. The conversation will be moderated by Cleopatra Wise, Director for Asia Society's Center for Global Education, China Learning Initiatives. We hope that you will join us at this exciting event featuring two USC alums! Click here to register for this event.

EVENT FRIDAY
EASC New Book Series: Modern Japan
Chelsea Szendi Schieder and Ayako Kano
FRI, OCT 1 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM (PT) | REGISTER

We look forward to seeing you on Friday for the EASC New Book Series on Modern Japan on Coed Revolution: The Female Student in the Japanese New Left (Duke University Press, 2021) with author Chelsea Szendi Schieder (Associate Professor, Faculty of Economics, Aoyama Gakuin University) and discussant Ayako Kano (Professor of East Asian Languages and Civilizations, University of Pennsylvania). See you on Zoom!

FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Presidential Management Fellowship
Application Opens: September 28, 2021

Current MA students or recent MA graduates are encouraged to apply for the Presidential Management Fellowship. This is a great opportunity for students who wish to work in government. Visit their website for more information.
TENURE TRACK FACULTY POSITION
Assistant Professor in Korean Art History

The Department of Art History and PhD program in Visual Studies at the University of California, Irvine invite applications for a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Korean Art History. This specialization may be broadly conceived to include transnational/intercultural contexts and analyses and is open in its range of periods and media. They are especially interested in candidates with a demonstrated engagement in one or more of the following areas: cultural studies, archaeological theory, postcolonial theory, ecocriticism, museum studies, science and technology studies, and/or the political and ethical implications of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and class. Applicants should demonstrate potential for excellence in scholarship and teaching and be able to teach a range of courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels. The application deadline is 11:59PM (PT) on Monday, November 15, 2021.

Events Around USC, CA & Beyond

Street-Level Responsiveness of City Governments in China, Germany, and the United States Workshop with John Matsusaka
Tuesday, September 28 | 5:00PM - 6:00PM | USC Marshall China Workshop | Online | RSVP

HSBC Career Information Session - Hong Kong
Wednesday, September 29 | 3:00AM - 5:00AM | USC Career Center | Online | RSVP

Chinese Mexicans and Mexicanidad - Presentation by Dr. Fredy González
Thursday, September 30 | 2:00PM - 3:00PM | Museum of Latin American Art | Online | RSVP

Elite Graffiti, Kinship, and Social Capital: Cultural Pilgrimages to Kumgangsan in Pre-1900 Korea Colloquium by Maya Stiller
Thursday, September 30 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM | Berkeley IEAS | Online | RSVP

A Transnational Dialogue on Science Fiction: Nalo Hopkinson & Kim Bo-Young
Thursday, September 30 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM | Kaya Press | Online | RSVP

Friday, October 1 | 3:00PM - 4:15PM | USC Shinso Ito Center | Online | RSVP

The Peking Gazette in Late Imperial China: State News and Political Authority Webinar by Emily Mokros
Friday, October 1 | 5:00PM - 6:30PM | UC Berkeley Center for Chinese Studies | Online | RSVP

KSI Manuscript Review for Xinru Ma and David Kang: "Power Transitions and the Lessons of East Asian History"
Friday, November 5 | 2:00PM - 5:00PM | Korean Studies Institute | Ahn House
Deadline to RSVP: Tuesday, October 5
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